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"Clear, step-by-step instructions with full-color photography show how to accomplish the most
common home repair, maintenance and improvement tasks. A complete homeowners manual
for jobs that cover every part of the home, including electrical, plumbing, flooring, walls,
windows and doors, kitchens, bathrooms, cabinetry, garages, basements, and exteriors"-Everything you need to know about plumbing. Everything. Fresher and more complete than
ever, this edition includes new material and revised information and is completely current with
the 2006 Universal Plumbing Code. From basic repairs to advanced renovations, this is the
only plumbing reference book a homeowner needs. And now, for the first time, Black & Decker
The Complete Guide to Plumbing includes a comprehensive section on working with gas pipe.
No other big book of plumbing for DIYers covers this important subject. Also new to this 4th
edition is expansive coverage of PEX (cross-linked polyethylene), the bendable supply tubing
that's taking over a major portion of the DIY market. And with the current popularity of outdoor
kitchens, we've expanded our coverage of outdoor plumbing as well. Now, we'll show you
every step of the process to supply and drain an outdoor sink.
Be inspired by new design and follow the latest codes as you custom build the deck of your
dreams! Architecture, building codes, and design are not static; they change constantly. That's
why there's a new edition of the bestselling Black & Decker: The Complete Guide to Decks,
incorporating updates to national building codes, as well as new developments in building
materials and design. Calling attention to composite deckboards and railings, as well as other
PVC products made from recycled plastic, the new materials systems featured in this book are
environmentally friendly, easy to work with, rot resistant, and very low maintenance. Whether
you opt for manufactured deck products or wood, the success of your project depends upon a
sturdy deck undercarriage. Accomplishing this isn't difficult, but building the framework requires
that you have the latest information on building codes. In recent years, these codes have
changed significantly, affecting everything from post diameter to allowable joist hangers to
railing height and even the size of concrete footings. Black & Decker: The Complete Guide to
Decks is the only DIY deck book that's fully updated to conform to the latest codes. Chapters
covered in the book include: Deck Planning & Design Deck Materials & Tools Structural
Support Decking Stairs Railings Accessories Finishing & Maintaining Your Deck Custom Deck
Projects Gallery of Inspiring Decks Black & Decker: The Complete Guide to Decks offers
complete step-by-step photos and instructions, so even homeowners with limited DIY
experience are assured of a deck that meets their needs. So, don't wait any longer; build the
deck of your dreams and start enjoying it!
Contains information on installing cabinets and countertops, including the necessary tools,
materials, and techniques.
A modern guide to classic outdoor structures. Sheds and other landscape shelters have never
been out of style, but they are now seeing a remarkable surge in popularity, and are being
used in creative new ways. The common garden shed is now just as likely to serve as a
workshop for an artist to pursue his or her hobby; or may be used as a writerÆs retreat; or
may even be equipped with a satellite dish, high definition television, recliners, and used as a
meeting spot for Sunday afternoon football parties. In many parts of the country, spacious
sheds are being fully appointed with furnishings and used as detached rooms for everyday
living or as backyard offices. This book offers readers fuel for their aspirations but also
provides practical information for planning and building sheds of all types. Although the basics
of stick-building are covered, the book focuses more on the most common consumer option:
ordering and buying a kit shed, working from blueprint plans, and customizing the shed to
individual needs. Features a planning and design section to help readers create unique shed
projects General technique chapter provides an in-depth overview of each step in shed
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construction Includes easy-to-follow plans and directions for 12 sheds covering all design
options Bonus appendix includes a dozen advanced shed plans that can be special-ordered
More than three times as many complete plans than any other sheds book
"Includes traditional techniques for laying concrete, as well as new materials and techniques,
such as tumbled concrete pavers, acid-etching for colored concrete slabs,and important green
paving options, such as rain garden arroyos and permeable pavers"--Provided by publisher.
In this updated third edition of the best-selling BLACK+DECKER The Complete Guide to
Outdoor Carpentry you will find a wealth of popular building projects that are fun and easy to
build. The wood projects are shown in full detail with color how-to photos, step-by-step
instructions, and exploded-view building diagrams, along with cutting lists and shopping lists.
Carpenters of just about every skill level love to build outdoor projects. A picnic table has a
different set of expectations than a dining table, which makes us more comfortable building it
ourselves. Dimensional lumber, simple joinery, sturdy, satisfying results...these are just a few
of the qualities we love about outdoor furniture. Inside are complete plans for creating your
own: Adirondack chairs patio tables garden benches cooking and entertaining accessories a
handsome four-post pergola and more! Build your carpentry skills while beautifying your
outdoor space and making it more usable with this comprehensive guide.
Reliable, up-to-date information on exterior and interior do-it-yourself home repairs, including a
complete section on heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. 1800+ color photos.

'No one knows sheds like Joel Bird. The creativity and knowledge which won him
shed of the year is echoed throughout this brilliant book.' - George Clarke The
Book of Shed is for the new vision of the shed. A beautifully designed hardback
book, it will provide you with the inspiration and the information you need to plan
and create your new space by combining imaginative ideas and beautiful design
with practical thinking and building knowledge. Written by designer-builder, TV
personality and all-round shed-progressive Joel Bird, this wonderful tome is split
into four comprehensive sections - on the history and basics of the shed; shed
inspiration and style; the shed build; and some of Joel's most distinctive shed
case studies - and is the perfect fireside read whether you're a seasoned shedhead or completely new to the joys of your own purpose-built haven, wherever
and whatever that may be.
Simple Sustainability: Weekend Projects
Paver Patio: Weekend Projects
Outdoor carpentry projects using cedar, redwood, and pressure-treated pine are
perfect for DIYers of all skill levels, since the materials are easy to work with, and
the results are rewarding. This book features more than 50 projects that easily
can be built in a weekend with ordinary power hand tools and materials available
at any local home center or hardware store. Each project has complete
construction plans and directions for foolproof results.
BLACK+DECKER The Complete Guide to Plumbing 7th Edition is the most
comprehensive, up-to-date book on achievable home plumbing projects for
DIYers of all skill levels. From fixing a toilet to installing and plumbing a vanity
sink or curbless shower, The BLACK+DECKER Complete Guide to Plumbing 7th
Edition has the answer to any home plumbing problem you're likely to have.
Packed with clear color photos and easy-to-understand descriptions, the basics
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of home plumbing systems are clearly explained, and all of the most popular
plumbing projects are shown with clear, color step-by-step photos. This new
edition has been thoroughly updated to ensure that all information conforms to
the most recent codes, including the 2018 Uniform Plumbing Code and the 2018
International Residential Code. Projects include: Plumbing and tiling a curbless
shower Installing a jetted spa Replacing a toilet Installing a dishwasher and
garbage disposer Repairing faucets Accessibility projects that meet Universal
Design standards Flooring Wallcoverings Lighting Ventilation Bathroom cabinetry
Get those home projects you've been dreaming about accomplished and done
right, with a little help from the experts at BLACK+DECKER.
This exciting new 3rd edition of the bestselling title, Black & Decker Complete
Guide to Sheds has the perfect plan for anyone who is building his or her own
backyard shed. The most popular plans from previous editions are preserved,
from small garage-style sheds with overhead doors, to kit sheds, to contemporary
utility sheds with a dramatic flair. This new edition delves into new styles that are
drawing strong interest today, including tiny sheds, miniature tool sheds, and
even small habitable sheds that are designed to function mostly as a quiet retreat
for practicing a particular hobby or activity. As with all of the hardworking,
practical sheds from earlier editions, the new varieties include full-color step by
step photos, complete building plan drawings with cutting lists, and clear how-to
instructions. Shed-building, like any other building process, starts with good
techniques. That's why the general skills section has been updated and
improved. With this complete guide, you can build just about any shed you dream
of. Plus, you'll find information on new tools and products that will make your
project go faster and more smoothly. Rounded out with helpful information on
important considerations like siting and zoning, Black & Decker Complete Guide
to Sheds 3rd Edition truly is a complete guide to this very popular DIY activity.
For more than ten years, BLACK+DECKER The Complete Guide to Wiring has
been the bestselling home wiring manual in North America. Now with more than
two million copies in print, this is the home reference book more DIYers choose
than any other for many reasons. As the most current wiring book on the market,
you can be confident that your projects will meet national writing codes. You'll
also spend more time on your project and less time scratching your head thanks
to more than 800 clear color photos and over 40 diagrams that show you exactly
what you need to know about home electrical service; all the most common
circuits, all the most-needed techniques, all the most essential tools and
materials. You can trust BLACK+DECKER to only provide the most concise
information. This manual won't bog you down with unnecessary information; the
easy to understand step-by-step instructions and explanations treat only those
situations that a single-family residential homeowner is likely to encounter. The
information in this book has been created and reviewed by professional
electricians under the watchful eye of the experts at BLACK+DECKER. You can
find plenty of articles and videos about wiring online or in other publications, but
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only The Complete Guide to Wiring has passed the rigorous test to make it part
of The Best DIY Series from the Brand You Trust.
DIVThe best DIY wiring book on the market . . . six times
over./divDIV/divDIVBlack & Decker The Complete Guide to Wiring has led the
pack as the United Statesâ€™ best-selling consumer wiring book for more than a
decade now, with previous editions selling over one million copies collectively.
Simply put, you wonâ€™t find a more complete and up-to-date book on home
wiring: from basic skillsâ€”including an overview of electricity and wiring safety;
wire, cable, and conduits; boxes and panels; switches; and receptaclesâ€”to
foolproof circuit maps for 30 common wiring set-ups and step-by-step
walkthroughs of every essential home wiring and electrical repair project, this
book teaches you everything you need to know. Now in its sixth edition, it has
most importantly been updated to comply with 2014â€“2017 National Electric
Codes, but in addition, nearly 1,000 accompanying photos offer up-to-date
depictions of modern materials and fixtures. Complete with the most current
wiring information available today, and presented in our long-renowned, fully
illustrated how-to format, Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Wiring (6th
Edition) guarantees youâ€™ll never be caught in the dark./div
Luxury Built In to Every Project Today's homeowners seek the upscale, premium
home styling offered by custom built-in shelving, storage units and cabinetry.
Window seats, loft beds, library walls, pub bars and kitchen banquettes are just
some of the features found in luxury homes. And these luxury features are now
possible for do-it-yourselfers, with the help of this innovative book. The Complete
Guide to Custom Shelves & Built-ins shows readers how to achieve the finest
built-ins by adapting stock cabinets and pre-made shelving to create amazing
effects with only the most basic of carpentry skills. Other projects are based on
traditional and classic cabinet-making methods. With more than 30 ingenious
step-by-step projects, this book will help any homeowners achieve custom builtins that add function and style to any home d¬cor. Features easy-to-achieve builtins made from stock cabinetryùno expert carpentry skills needed Includes builtins for every space in the home -- from garage to formal living room Includes a
chapter on cabinet basics, including installation
Whether it is for aesthetics, security, or simple privacy, no project is more
important to a landscape than its vertical boundary structures—the fences, walls,
screens, and retaining wall terraces. This book includes classic favorites, like
picket fences and panel fences, but also includes interesting regional variations,
like Virginia split rail fences and dry-fit stone garden walls. Also included here are
the latest materials, such as new variations on PVC vinyl and polymer-coated,
wrought-iron look-alikes. And special attention is given to decorative boundary
walls for patios—the latest trend in today’s cutting-edge landscape architecture.
Add in major hardscape retaining wall terraces, and even an invisible electronic
dog-fence project, and you have the most complete and modern book on fences
and garden walls available.
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DIVIn the 6th edition of Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Wiring, the
United States’ best-selling consumer wiring book, has been updated to fully
comply with 2014–2017 National Electric Codes./div
Thoroughly revised to incorporate the latest information on wireless technology
and home electronics, a comprehensive handbook furnishes a full range of repair
and upgrade wiring projects, along with detailed circuit diagrams, instructions on
how to connect and network home electronics, and the latest requirements of the
National Electrical Code in regard to home wiring. Original.
Find more than 150 projects for building custom decks, patios, fences, sheds,
and more! From building a new deck to creating a garden pathway, the great
outdoors is the most popular place for homeowners to showcase their creativity
and skill. With more than 150 outdoor building projects shown with step-by-step
photography, Complete Outdoor Builder has a project for anyone, guaranteed to
improve your yard. This updated and redesigned book is now available with a
handsome hardcover, and it's sure to find a permanent place on the shelf of
anyone who wants to create and maintain a beautiful outdoor living space. The
Complete Outdoor Builder includes a wide range of projects and appeals to all
skill levels. Building decks and patios are among the most popular categories for
outdoor construction, and you'll find all the techniques and skills--as well as
complete lists of tools and materials required--to design and build your own.
Complete Outdoor Builder also offers plans and revamped photography for more
than a dozen designs that you can replicate or use as inspiration for a custom
project. Designed, built, and photographed by professionals, the fun projects in
this book also have the stamp of approval from Black & Decker(r), the most
trusted name in DIY tools and equipment. Roll up your sleeves; it's time to build
something great.
Confidently tackle--and accomplish--any wall or ceiling project yourself, with our
help! Walls and ceilings are vital to the structural integrity and the overall
appearance of any home, so they are worth your time and care. Black & Decker
The Complete Guide to Walls & Ceilings gives you all the information you need to
understand and maintain structural integrity, while reimagining and remodeling
visible surfaces to meet your home decor needs. When you decide to remove a
wall and open up the space or create a new wall and a new room, you'll see for
yourself how great the impact of walls and ceilings is. All the essentials of framing
walls and ceilings are shown with beautiful step-by-step photos in exhaustive
detail, including framing window and door openings. You'll also learn the tips and
techniques for hanging and finishing drywall on horizontal and vertical surfaces. If
you've ever taped and mudded drywall in the past, you'll be amazed to see how
much less labor and mess it involves when it's done the correct way. Choosing
and applying wallcoverings is also covered in this new book from the experts at
BLACK+DECKER, as is the final step in your wall or ceiling project: installing
trimwork. Baseboard, crown molding, door and window trim, and much more are
explained with color photos and easy-to-follow instructions.
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Finishing walls and ceilings once meant nailing up some wallboard and slapping
on paint or wallpaper. No more. Today's do-it-yourself can create dozens of
different and exciting wall and ceiling finishes using materials now available at
any home improvement center. Even basic wallboard installation is a new game,
with curved walls, arches, and elaborate special effects easily achieved with
innovative products aimed at the homeowner. Black & Decker The Complete
Guide to Finishing Walls & Ceilings gives all the information needed to give walls
and ceilings designer finishes.
"Step-by-step instructions and full-color photography for more than 30 projects,
including swings, benches, planters, tables, chairs, arbors and bridges"-Your patio should be the hub and heart of your yard. Discover how to design and build
a surface that improves your outdoor living-- and looks dazzling, too. This updated
edition features a section on patios that make use of recycled materials, keep water
runoff to a minimum-- and look beautiful.
"Build your own greenhouses, hoophouses, cold frames & greenhouse accessories."
The most complete book on the market for homeowners, the BLACK+DECKER The
Book of Home How-To Revised and Updated offers current, full color step-by-step
photographic instruction for thousands of home repair and home maintenance jobs.
Written and compiled by the knowledgeable editors at Cool Springs Press—recognized
experts in DIY home improvement and maintenance with more than thirty years of
experience in home improvement and hundreds of best-selling books under the
BLACK+DECKER brand—this is DIY instruction you can trust. BLACK+DECKER The
Book of Home How-to Revised and Updated is the ultimate reference for maintaining
any type of home, from a small apartment to a mega mansion. This book is the most
essential tool in any homeowner's belt, providing expert know-how on how to repair
almost anything in easy, accessible instruction. This A-to-Z encyclopedia offers precise
how-to instructions and clear photos on every page. With an expanded index that is
incredibly intuitive and a simple, alphabetical strategy for organizing the information,
you won't spend precious time wading through stuff you don't need to know. Finding
first-rate information on home care has never been easier, and all the most common
tasks around your home are covered—including: Electrical Plumbing Flooring Walls
Windows and doors Cabinetry Insulating Heating and cooling Roofing and siding And
that's just scratching the surface. Just about any repair or remodeling project you can
imagine is right here, at your fingertips.
"Includes information on installing and updating all areas of a kitchen, including
cabinets, countertops, flooring, lighting and appliances"--Provided by publisher.
The Complete Photo Guide to Wiring is BLACK+DECKER's eighth edition of the bestselling home improvement book in North America for more than a decade, now
completely updated to conform to 2021-2024 National Electrical Code.
If you are planning to build a new garage, this is the one-stop guide where you'll find
several new and complete sets of building plans for garages of the most popular sizes
and styles. If building a new garage is where you want to go, the BLACK+DECKER
Complete Guide to Garages will show you how. And if you already own a garage, you
will not be left out. Storage upgrades, remodeling, and specific customization projects
are yours to master. Electrical and lighting improvements, floor resurfacing, loft
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construction, garage-door replacement, and many more projects fill out the book,
helping you upgrade your garage. The BLACK+DECKER Complete Guide to Garages
is the most comprehensive book on all things garages.
BLACK+DECKER Complete Guide to Bathrooms brings you design advice, how-to
instructions, and all the facts you need to achieve the bathroom of your dreams on your
own. This fifth edition of the perennial bestseller from the BLACK+DECKER Complete
Guide series covers all the bases when it comes to bathroom remodeling. From
freshening up decor to a down-to-the-studs remodel, all of the information you need to
design the job and do the work yourself is right here. Through step-by-step photography
and instructions, you'll see how to update lighting, ventilation, flooring, surfaces,
cabinetry, toilets, bathtubs, and accessories. This comprehensive buyer's guide takes
you through one of the most important steps in any remodeling project, and a complete
and up-to-the minute section on bathroom design provides education and inspiration.
This new edition of BLACK+DECKER Complete Guide to Bathrooms also includes
updated information explaining how to remodel or re-imagine your bathroom to better
meet the needs of aging in place, with projects that conform to Universal Design
Standards. You'll see a start-to-finish demonstration on how to replace a shower or tub
with a curbless shower stall. To maximize access, a wall-mounted sink is hung and
hooked up - and you see every step. Replace a traditional bathroom sink faucet with a
hands-free model so you can turn on the water even if you can't reach all the way to the
faucet handle. Add a frameless glass shower surround and learn how to install and
plumb a vanity cabinet and sink basin. The list of projects is long and the information,
vetted by the experts at BLACK+DECKER, is complete and current.
Black & Decker The Complete Outdoor Builder - Updated EditionFrom Arbors to
Walkways 150 DIY Projects
Treehouses are more popular today than ever before. Our original treehouse book, The
Complete Guide: Build Your Kids a Treehouse, was published in 2007. It exceeded all
sales projections right out of the gate and continues to be a leading title in the
treehouse category. Now, we've made it even better. The expanded edition features
three all-new treehouses shown in complete step by step detail, along with full plans.
Also includes an expanded inspiration section, offering a wider variety of unique and
interesting treehouses that generate ideas and excitement. Exciting book for parents or
grandparents to use with their children.
An updated second edition of the most comprehensive guidebook for DIYers that
provides the inspiration and information you'll need to conduct every phase of your
basement remodeling project.
The most detailed, most current and most complete deck building book on the market.
It reflects the latest changes in building codes and it features deck building materials
that are popular today. The additional two signatures (32 pages) contain all-new deck
plans with complete plan drawings. Updates to the materials section focus on new
composite and non-wood deck building alternatives, as well as the current generation of
deck hardware that resists corrosion caused by non-CCA pressure treated lumber. Stepby-step projects feature clever ways to customize and accessorize your deck to
enhance both utility and enjoyment.
"Provides full-color how-to information on adding livable square footage to a home,
from garage conversions to bump-out expansions and dormer addditions"--Provided by
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publisher.
Learn how to do all of your own home repairs with this comprehensive, visual
guidebook! When something breaks in your house, finding and hiring an expensive
repairman shouldn't be the only option for homeowners. Next time your faucet springs a
leak or that bedroom doorknob punches a hole in your drywall, fix it yourself with help
from The Complete Photo Guide to Home Repair: a one-volume encyclopedia of do-ityourself fixes that will save you money, time, and frustration. With 350 projects offering
clear instructions and over 2,000 photos to guide you through common repairs, The
Complete Photo Guide to Home Repair is your one-stop DIY manual. Formatted in a
compact size and arranged by general subject matter, this comprehensive book
includes directions for repairing the primary trouble spots: plumbing, wiring, windows
and doors, flooring, furnaces, water heaters, wall coverings, and more. You'll find lists
of necessary tools as well as expert tips. A few of the repairs covered include:
Repairing water damaged walls and ceilings Removing wall and ceiling surfaces
Installing entry doors Repairing gutters Staining siding Replacing a water heater
Quieting noisy pipes Replacing a toilet Troubleshooting home wiring Home codes
change often; that's why this fourth edition of The Complete Photo Guide to Home
Repair has been scrupulously updated to conform to the most recent guidelines for
plumbing, wiring, and structural and mechanical systems. No other handbook of home
repairs can make such a claim. When you flip open this book, you're getting the most
up-to-date advice available.
Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Garages
An illustrated guide to shed construction takes amateur carpenter's on a tour of potting
sheds, garden storage sheds, storage barns, lean-to tool lockers, and saltboxes,
among other styles, offering step-by-step instructions for building each. Original.
From inspiration to design advice with crystal-clear how-to instructions, BLACK +
DECKER Complete Guide to Bathrooms is the only book you need to achieve the
bathroom of your dreams. This brand-new edition of a perennial bestseller from the
BLACK + DECKER Complete Guide series is just the book you need if you want to
improve, update, or remodel your bathroom. From a simple freshening of the decor to a
down-to-the-studs remodel, all of the information you need to design the job and do the
work yourself is right here. Through step-by-step photography and instructions, you'll
see how to update lighting, ventilation, flooring, surfaces, cabinetry, toilets, bathtubs,
and accessories. The comprehensive buyer's guide takes you through one of the most
important steps in any remodeling project, and a complete section on bathroom design
provides education and inspiration. As a bonus, this new edition of Black + Decker The
Complete Guide to Bathrooms includes a chapter explaining how to remodel or
reimagine your bathroom to better meet the needs of aging in place, with projects that
conform to Universal Design Standards. You'll see a start-to-finish demonstration on
how to replace a shower or tub with a curbless shower stall. To maximize access, a
wall-mounted sink is hung and hooked up - and you see every step. Replace a
traditional bathroom sink faucet with a hands-free model so you can turn on the water
even if you can't reach all the way to the faucet handle.
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